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páin through the lens of
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Bc. Julie žečUova

The thesis "Representing race on screen: The concept of African-American pain
through the lens of European-American filmmakers" discusses Julian Schnabel's Basquiaí
(1996), Quentin Tarantino's Django Unchained (2012) and Tate Taylor's The Help (201l). Its
objective is to query the "questioned ability of these directors of tackling themes of slavery,
civil rights era, or segtegation-as they are by some viewed as'not appropriate'to tell their
visua] stories from an African-American perspective" (Abstract). Among other things, the
conclusion states that despite their failures, the three directors "should be entitled to the
following term: bravery" (58).

This is an interesting MA thesis dedicated to films that have not yet received much
attention in the academy. At the same time, its central concerns have been explored on a
broader historical and theoretical level. Therefore I wonder why Ms. Žáčkovádoes not turn to
almost any major study in the field for a broader context in which these specific movies could
be interpreted. There is only scattered information in the conclusion. Also, the question of
representing African-Americans by non-African-Americans could have been approached from
a more theoretical perspective, by thinking fuither about the notions of experience, situated
knowledge and authentici§, which have been addressed in other contexts (e.g. men and
feminism). Studies in these areas ask questions that the thesis could have asked also, for
example (talking about teaching African-American literature), "why white scholars approach
African American texts. what draws them to this work? An unabashed love affair with the
beauty of African American literatrne? White liberal guilt? Personal history? Subconscious
cooptation? A sense that the horrors of slavery and reconstruction are best able to express the
invisible ills that afflict others? Some combination of all of them? How do anger, fear, and
resentment-as well as aesthetic attraction, intellectual engagement, and goodwill-shape the
white scholar l African American text dynamic?" (Lisa A. Long, White Scholars/Áfrican
American Texts, p. 14) Could the candidate address some of these questions during the
defense? In her conclusion, she discusses the motivation of filmmakers to produce films in
general, but why do they focus on these particular themes or these particular parts of their
histories?

Having said this, in my view the thesis offers an interesting analysis of concrete scenes
from the aforementioned three films, and it presents an engaging sketch of the reactions to
these films in the media. A number of points could have been explored firrther here as well;
e.g. the discussion of the character Stephen h Django Unchained. If Stephen becomes "the
ultimate enemy of the main hero" (27), doesn't this clearly result in a view of slavery that
blames the victim? Speaking about Django Unchained,I wonder why the candidate did not
turn to the special issue of Transition (1|2) that was dedicated to Tarantino's film (since she
did use an essay from the journal's later issue). The "Django Unpacked" issue of Transition
includes several articles she might find interesting and I wonder u,hat she would think, for
example, about Walter Johnson's essay.
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In view of the above and bearing in mind that this is an MA thesis. I propose the grade "very
good" (2), depending on the deíěnse.
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